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Your IELTS test is coming
soon, right? You want to get
some last minute tips from us?
No problem.
Here are our last-minute top
10 tips to help you prepare for
the IELTS speaking test.

TIP NUMBER 1 Learn How The Test Is
Structured And Scored
This is the first thing you should
do. To be prepared for an exam
you should always learn how the
test is structured and scored. So, in
the IELTS speaking test, find out
what exactly happens in each of
the 3 parts. What kind of
questions you will be facing, and
what you are expected to say.
Then learn about the public band
descriptors that are published by
IELTS (Link here). This will help you
understand what you need to do
to achieve the band score that
you need.
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TIP NUMBER 2 –
Speak Naturally
Pronunciation is hard to
master. However, you need
to learn how to speak
naturally, particularly with
good intonation of your
sentences and phrases.
This will help with both your
pronunciation and fluency.
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TIP NUMBER 3 Speak As Much As
Possible
Yes, this is a speaking test and the
examiner will ask questions and
have a discussion with you. The
examiner will also be leading the
flow of the test. However,
remember that you are the person
who should speak the most. Speak
more than the examiner.
Also, don’t give up easily when you
are running out of things to say.
After all, this is your chance to
showcase your language ability.
Only in this 11-14 minutes will the
examiner be able to listen to your
speaking to give you a score. So,
speak as much as possible until the
examiner stops you. It’s ok.
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TIP NUMBER 4 –
Ask When You Are
Not Sure
When you are not sure about the
question and you need some
clarification, or even when you
simply hope to get some extra time
to think, try asking the examiner to
repeat the question, or to explain a
word. You may not be able to get an
explanation during some parts of
the test, but don’t be afraid to ask.
If the examiner repeats the question,
you will have those extra few
seconds to think about the answer
and a second chance to understand
the question. Therefore, ask when
you are not sure.
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TIP NUMBER 5 Learn To Give
Opinions
One general mistake that
candidates make in the IELTS
speaking test is that they
normally state a lot of general
facts and figures. The
examiner needs to hear what
you think about the matter.
Therefore, if you are not
familiar with the language
when giving opinions, learn
some expressions.
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TIP NUMBER 6 Learn To Use
Descriptive Words
In Part 2 of the test, you are
expected to provide a
description of something. It
could be an object, an
experience or a person.
Therefore it is very
important that you learn to
use a variety of expressions
when describing
something or someone.
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TIP NUMBER 7–
Give A Full Answer
When you answer the
questions in Part 3 of the
speaking test, you need to
think of ways to extend your
answers. So, you can first
provide an overview of your
thoughts and ideas about the
matter that you were asked to
discuss, then give the reason
why you think this way. Finally,
you can provide an example to
help complete your answer.
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TIP NUMBER 8 Fluency Over
Vocabulary
You may have spent time on
learning new vocabulary for the
IELTS speaking test. When it
comes to the real test, you may
get nervous, and forget some of
these words. In this situation,
remember that fluency should
be put as a priority. The main
thing is to not stop speaking
even if your mind goes blank. It’s
not the end of the world if you
can’t use clever words. Simply
use the vocabulary that you
know and can use at the time, in
addition to speaking naturally
with good fluency.
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TIP NUMBER 9 –
No Prepared Or
Memorised Answers
It’s good if you can learn
some new vocabulary and
grammar expressions to use
in the IELTS speaking test.
However, do not rote learn
these phrases. Examiners are
well-trained and can spot if
someone is speaking
naturally or simply reading out
what they have memorised.
If the examiner finds out that
you have used memorised
answers, you may lose
marks.
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TIP NUMBER 10 Practice!
This final tip is... you MUST
MUST MUST PRACTISE! Do
not memorise answers,
instead practise talking about
commonly asked topics. The
more you practise, the better
you will be able to use a
variety of good language and
grammar, and you will speak
more naturally with better
pronunciation.
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